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Noise Reduction in Quadrupolar Echo Spectra at Short Echo Times
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The phase cycling scheme Exorcycle embedded into the
quadrupolar echo pulse sequence is presented as a tool for reducing
ringing effects in broad quadrupolar spectra. C© 2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

The solid (1) or quadrupolar (2) echo pulse sequence 90◦x–
τ -90◦y− τ -detection applied to spinI = 1 nuclei is a well-known
tool (3–5) to provide undistorted powder spectra in systems w
large (∼105 Hz) static quadrupole splittings. Each shortcomi
of the method calls for its specific remedy such as acquisi
delay to compensate the effects of finite pulse length (6). One
particular and annoying problem appears atτ values that are
short enough to let NMR transients created by and phase co
ent to the second pulse be detected. The remedy to this probl
to cycle the phase of the second pulse as 90◦

x–τ -90◦±y (4); since
the echo transient remains unchanged, adding signals from
two different scans cancels the transient from the second p
As an additional advantage, the technique also cancels the
rious signal that arises from the post-pulse ringing of the t
circuit. This latter benefit is a consequence of (most of) this e
tronic disturbance being phase coherent to the pulse that cr
it (7). In this paper we call attention to the ringing signal tha
induced by the first pulse of the quadrupolar echo sequence
makes itself visible at smallτ values. We also present a way
cancel this disturbance. Our motivation stems from the nece
of obtaining2H NMR spectra that are sufficiently free of nois
to allow spectral deconvolution.

THEORY

A phase cycle that would cancel the electronic ringing sig
that is phase coherent with the first pulse in an echo sequ
(i) must cycle the phase of the second pulse that alters the
signal from nuclear spins and (ii) has to make use of the
that the electronic ringing from the first pulse is independen
the phase of the second pulse. The conceptually simplest p
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: +46 8 7908207. E-
ifuro@physchem.kth.se.
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cycle that provides this is the Exorcycle (8), i.e.,

φ2 = (x, y,−x,−y),
[1]

Signal= (+,−,+,−),

whereφ2 is the phase of the second pulse (the phase of the
pulse is kept atx). In the quadrupolar echo, this phase cycle h
been used (9, 10) to select coherence transfers by the seco
pulse with a change in the coherence order|1q| = 2, 4, 6, . . . .
Hence, for a spinI = 1 nucleus this phase cycle applied wit
hard rf pulses selects the coherence transfer pathways+1⇒ −1
and−1 ⇒ +1 at the second pulse. It follows that the amp
tude of the obtained echo is independent of the frequency of
which renders the measured transverse relaxation rate insens
to magnetic field inhomogeneity. Note that this is not the ca
for the transverse relaxation rate measured by the conventi
quadrupolar echo sequence (see (10) and references therein).

The effect of the echo on the ringing signal induced by t
first pulse can be most easily illustrated if offset effects are
sumed to be negligible. In this case, experiments with pha
x and−x for the second pulse do not provide any echo fro
the nuclear spins. Hence, it is only the scans withφ2 = (y,−y)
that provide the echo signal which reduces the NMR signal c
lected by the same number of scans by a factor of 2. The e
tronic ringing signal created by the second pulse is cance
by pair-wise addition of the transients with opposite phases
the second pulse. The electronic ringing signal that is induc
by the first pulse is constant throughout the phase cycle a
hence, is cancelled by adding and subtracting an equal num
of scans. One can, of course, expand this phase cycle by
cling both the rf and receiver phases by the same amount.
should also note that there are other, conceptually more c
plex options (11) for phase cycles with equivalent effects on th
ringing.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Figs. 1 and 2 we present four2H spectra obtained by
the echo sequences 90◦x–τ -90◦±y (Figs. 1a and 2a) and 90◦x–
τ -90◦Exorcycle (Figs. 1b and 2b). Both the rf and receiver phas
were additionally cycled by 90◦ increments under which step
the relative phase of the first and the second pulses was ke
4
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FIG. 1. 2H NMR spectra of the solid powder of perdeuterated poly(methyl methacrylate). (a) Spectrum collected by the 90◦
x–τ -90◦±y pulse sequence.

(b) Spectrum collected by the 90◦ –τ -90◦ pulse sequence. The spectra have been acquired under identical experimental conditions withτ = 50µs at 298 K.
x Exorcycle

The spectra are normalized to the spectral maximum in (a).
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specified above (for phasex of the first pulse). Hence, the fu
phase cycle consisted of eight steps for the spectra in Fig
and 2a and 16 steps in Figs. 1b and 2b. With the exceptio
pulse spacing, the spectra were recorded under identical
ditions on a Bruker AMX300 spectrometer equipped with
M3200 high-power (American Microwave Technology, 1 kW
transmitter that provided 2.0-µs long 90◦ pulses for the approx
imately 12-mm long samples located in a 5-mm solenoid pro
The rf coil of 6-mm i.d. and 18-mm length consisted of 24 tu
yielding Q ≈ 65.

The spectra in Fig. 1 were recorded by adding 1024 sc
with τ = 50µs in a sample of 36 mg perdeuterated (∼98%,
CIL) poly(methyl methacrylate). The start of the recording
the echo signal was set to (τ + δ) = 53.2 µs after the secon
pulse whereδ compensated for the cumulative effect of fin
pulse lengths (6) and finite bandwidths of the probe and t
ged

ple
transmitter (12). Because of the sufficiently large signal-to-noise

FIG. 2. 2H NMR spectra of the solid powder of the complex created by theα-deuterated surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) with a char
natural polyelectrolyte (13). (a) Spectrum collected by the 90◦x– τ -90◦±y pulse sequence. (b) Spectrum collected by the 90◦

x–τ -90◦Exorcycle pulse sequence. To
allow a direct comparison of the signal-to-noise ratios, the spectra are shown with their peak intensities normalized to one. The absolute spectral intensity in (b) is

allowed by the fast transverse relaxation and since the sam
half (within 2%) of that in (a). The spectra have been acquired under identi
l
. 1a
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ratio and sufficiently long delay timeτ , spectra in Fig. 1a and 1b
show no ringing artifacts. Hence, the effect of the phase cy
in Eq. [1] on the signal from the nuclear spins can be ea
evaluated. In particular, the peak amplitude (measured on
inner powder peaks) in Fig. 1b is 0.52± 0.01 of that in Fig. 1a
which agrees well with the theoretical prediction of 0.5 (s
above).

The signal in Fig. 2 comes from the surfactant cetyltrimet
ammonium bromide (CTAB) whoseα-methylene group has
been∼98%2H-enriched. The sample was approximately 80 m
of dry powder consisting of molecular complexes formed
CTAB (about 50 wt%) and a naturally occurring polyelectroly
(partly sulfonated extracellular polysaccharide) (13). The trans-
verse relaxation time, obtained from theτ -dependence of the
signal, was about 50–60µs across the spectra in Fig. 2. Sin
only a short delay timeτ = 25µs (δ= 3.2µs as above) was
cal experimental conditions withτ = 25µs at 298 K.
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provided a low signal-to-noise ratio, the ringing affects the sp
tra in Fig. 2 more than in Fig. 1. Hence, the spectrum in Fig.
is of poor quality even after 256 k scans with the conventio
phase cycle (4) that cancels ringing only from the second pul
are collected. In comparison, the signal-to-noise ratio in Fig
is clearly higher despite the two-fold loss of the signal discus
above. This is a consequence of the Exorcycle that achiev
much more than two-fold reduction of the noise shown in Fig.
and dominated by electronic ringing induced by the first pu
We have also found (spectra not shown) that the character
time for the decay of this noise component on increasingτ is
on the order of 50–100µs; since it decays slower than the si
nal fromα-deuterated CTAB it cannot be cancelled by simp
increasingτ .

CONCLUSION

Noise reduction in quadrupolar echo spectra is crucial if o
attempts to deconvolute spectra into individual compone
We have demonstrated that the shear increase in the nu
of scans may not be sufficient even when echo transients
collected instead of acquiring the signal after a single pu
The underlying reasons are (i) the small signal and (ii)
long-lived electronic ringing that is phase coherent with the
pulses. If the latter cannot be reduced by carefully adjus
the spectrometer hardware, it appears as extra noise illust
in Fig. 2a. To further suppress this disturbance, one has to
a phase cycle where the created signal is invariant on ch
ing the phase of the rf pulse that generated the phase-coh
ringing. While this has previously been accomplished for rin
ing induced by the second pulse in the quadrupolar echo
quence, this paper shows how to deal with the ringing that ar
from the first pulse in this sequence. With the low-noise sp
tra achieved by inserting the Exorcycle into the quadrupo
echo sequence, one can deconvolute and analyze the obt
2H spectrum in terms of molecular order and disorder of
investigaed surfactant/polyelectrolyte complex (13). Note that
the same benefit (without halving the net signal) also appea
90◦–τ -180◦-τ -detection spin–echo experiments performed w
shortτ . Although the effect of Exorcycle in that pulse sequen
has been investigated in detail (14), this point has seldom bee
appreciated (15, 16). On the other hand, one should note th
the so-called “feed-through” signal (12, 17, 18), contibuted by
the transverse magnetization that is not refocused by a
ond pulse either because the flip angle is mis-set toθ 6= 90◦

or the pulse is not sufficiently nonselective, is not elimina
by the presented phase cycle in the case of a quadrupolar

(10, 11).
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